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Welcome to the circle!
Please take a seat by adding your name
or photo where you wish to be seated.
If you haven’t already, join the video call
by clicking the “join video for main space”
button.

Ann-Heidi
Doris

Martina
Tulika
jjudy
THOMAS

Anna
Caroline

Eliminate
Sad
We went from processes
taking 4 years where
energy slipped away. Now
3 months - yes! We like to
see results!
Sad
It has been stories of sads
and mads over the years in
GC - people coming from
different traditions, we do
not want to preach, you
want people to experience
what great things that can
come out of this.

Reduce
MAD
after an OST last year on
the topic "soul of the
company" I was called last
days again to give
feedback because the
groups are not successful.
But I shouldn't do this
esoteric stuff - I basically
work as a GC facilitator
holistically and
recommended a
storytelling so that the
groupleader can share
their problems. What this
is supposed to bring, it
only takes time and costs
money - and went into
resistant outside they
show up as very modern
but inside they have fear
to come in contact with
themself and each other
and

Increase
Glad
In the Online Workshops about
holistic Facilitation more men
take part and start to
‘understand’ or feel what
genuine contact means

Create

Sad
Met a company with “fake soul” :)
But curious about GC

Glad
CEO resisted the Transfer-in
with stones BUT fully enjoyed
the meeting and admits that it
was the most effective he
ever attended

Glad
GC - this is what I have
been waiting for!
Glad
Deeper awareness that so
much is about genuine
contact with self/other/all

Sad
As we grow it will be hard
to get to know people at
the same level as we do
now in a small
organization

Eliminate
Mad
No way I am going to complicate
things again, no ﬂashy (empty)
meetings when it is so easy to
use the wisdom of the people

Reduce

Increase

Create

Glad
Success story of NiiT Foundation!
Working with the whole system. How
it changed the board and how they
“found” how smart the staff are… And
the whole org ﬂourishing.
“Persevere and they will see the light”
Glad ...
To be back after a couple
of years. Coming from a
corporate company, GC
sounded very unrealistic
for business purposes.
Glad.
CEO taking part in my training, has used
GC coached by me before and knows it
works but such a big step to implement in
org. Two different worlds but they can be
combined!

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Mad: sticking to your
process, irrespective of
the initial criticism
Glad
WPPF is hard to tell people
- what it is and get people
to understand. This is
something that you have
to experience - and then it
is very strong/ deep
inside.Bring
you to
Glad -balancing
the past
awareness.
and future
There is a shift in people, a
lot of new ones coming in,
bringing new wants and
energy, and then the
people holding space for
the ones that have been
here for a long time.

Create

Glad
GC - cleared the water of
my life, which helped me
to reﬂect with more
clarity- reﬂection from the
ﬁre activity

Reflection- ‘Their
souls are on our side’BW
Sad
Looking back at
recordings of old
meetings, there was a tone
of sadness
Sad
There have been
frustrations about
different traditions,
language, culture, etc.
Tension between structure
and freedom, process and
action. But it gave us

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase

Create

Glad
Sad
The ﬁre took me back to
The genuine connections and
the cottage and my
love GC brings to us also
summer, just as GC
sometimes comes with loss and
function, bringing me back grief, when you never meet again
to how I meet Birgit.
Attending with Birgit gave
Maybe also in this
me a vibrant
feeling
of
category:
Glad
belonging.
The
pieces
and
Taking part in a board
tools speak
about
Glad
helpingtotome,
prevent
givinghomelessnes
opportunitiesgave
to me
GC taking big steps in
learn and
contribute
when
moments of crisis and GC
chance
to practise
this
ready way
and of
given
enough
working. It gave me is there for me.
support.
It is so more
a experience
of using this
powerful
than
being
told a real
tools give all people
what to
do.
This
are
ways
Glad
voice and have impact.
of connecting
to
people,
The pieces and tools
First Workshop experience.
givingspeak
them chance
to
to me, about giving
So many intense reactions
learn by
them self. to learn and
opportunities
No gray areas great learning
contribute when ready and from it. Getting better each
given enough support. It is time.
so more powerful than
being told what to do. This

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Sad
Really touch and go for a
while - but we survived and
we learned from our
mistakes.
Glad
Great joy seeing the new
generation join. My son
joining and we have
different ways of learning
but I have great joy seeing
others stepping into GC Glad
perfect
ﬁt for
Old
stories
caneveyone.
contribute
Allows
people
to for
be who
to good learnings
us
they
are,
in
every
state
when we are moving
their areInin.conﬂicting
forward.
times the stories bring
insights

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Glad
I really really like morning
and evening circlesespecially when you meet
over more days, the
sharings go deeper and
deeper. You do not want to
leave, mental
communication between
people, surroundings
Glad
Really love mentoring
circles - ask questions
when i do not understand,
and always the trainers
was like an Buddha, do
not give answers but i
always found them myself
after listening to myself.

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Glad
Came from another world big corporate company given information about
OST, got in contact with
Anna C. , many questions,
trusted her, english
training, did not work
english, retrain myself, it
worked. Trust in my self,
insight about restart,
learned about OST, found
the special freedom inside,
you can do this. Fallen in
love in this kind of work.
WPPF afterwards,
mentoring circles, many
trainings in short time,
connected to other GC
persons, special people ,
love community,
integreted in my new work
Not about tools, but

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase

Glad
Getting in contact with GC
on a journey for her own
future; in a meeting of
theory U she met s.o. who
linked her to Hege; she got
to know a lot of great
people, she got hooked,
learned a lot, box of
treasures, brought her to
knew meetings; it starts to
become normal to talk in
groups about how happy
we are; story about
generosity and hospitality

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Glad
Stewardness
There is a shift in people, a
lot of new ones coming in,
bringing new wants and
energy,
Glad and then the
people holding space for
Honoring the Past
wholeness
Firekeeping took me to
great moments in GCChris Weaver had a school
ﬁre keeping, giving kids
from families - ﬁve to fold,
Canadian outdoor
experiences, close to
nature, being in nature is
very dear to my heart.
Glad
Beckoning
Fire drew me in. Drawn to
the horizon, see the sun
arrising - image beckoning
- inviting come here, soft.

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase
Glad
GC made many people do
strange things in diﬃcult
times just to come and join
the workshops/the work
Glad
Tools that are great to use
also in personal situations,
“you have been visiting
your mother too much” :-)
Glad
Pride in our GCO and our
GCO transformation...
Glad
How normal it is to be
whole...and has reminded
me that when I invite they
join...

Create

Eliminate

Reduce

Increase

Glad
GC taking big steps in
moments of crisis and GC
is there for me.

Create

Community power
= Community
health
Ever unfolding - already
here - notice

Happy Get Together

Embrace
Genuine contact
Bring into FOCUS the purpose of process

Choice

Trusting space

Theme:
Context: What the organization is and what we have done up to now and include the
links of people online, and the OHB will be online Links to those things so that what
has come up to now can be focused.

